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to our Military  
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MISSION STATEMENT

To offer real-time legal aid to  
service members wrongfully  
accused of misconduct in the  

performance of their official duties,  
free of charge. We are: “Fighting  

for those who fight for us.”

EMAIL
warriordefenseproject@stmarytx.edu

jaddicott@stmarytx.edu

TELEPHONE
210-431-2219

WEBSITE
https://law.stmarytx.edu/academics/spec

ial-programs/warrior-defense-project/
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Warrior Defense Project
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@defense_warrior
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@warriordefenseprojectstmu
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THE WARRIOR DEFENSE PROJECT

Founded in 2019, the Warrior Defense Project (WDP) renders free real-
time legal support to individual service members wrongfully accused of
misconduct in the performance of their official duties on a case-by-case basis.
Legal representation rendered by the WDP Director, Professor Jeffrey
Addicott, and WDP law student research fellows covers: (1) UCMJ court
martial proceedings; (2) non-judicial actions; (3) administrative proceedings
of all categories; and (4) correction of official military records. Many of our
cases have received national and international media attention.

In addition, the Warrior Defense Project is a fully operational research
center dedicated to the study of legal and policy issues associated with matters
that impact American military readiness and good order and discipline. This
goal is pursued through teaching; professional exchanges such as symposia
and consultations; writing, commenting on and publishing written materials;
conducting training; and ensuring access to extensive information resources.
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Army Captain Renerose Hinkle was wrongfully “titled”
by the CID for a vehicular homicide and reached out to  
the Warrior Defense Project for legal help. Assisted by 
WDP research fellow, CPT Hinkle was exonerated.
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DIRECTOR OF THE WARRIOR DEFENSE
PROJECT: JEFFREY F. ADDICOTT

Lt. Colonel (U.S. Army, Ret.) Jeffrey F. Addicott (J.D., LL.M., S.J.D.) is
a full Professor of Law and the Director of the Warrior Defense Project at St.
Mary’s University School of Law, San Antonio, Texas. An active-duty Army
officer in the Judge Advocate General’s Corps for twenty years, Professor
Addicott spent a quarter of his career as the senior legal advisor to the United
States Army’s Special Forces. As an internationally recognized authority on
national security and terrorism law, Professor Addicott not only lectures and
participates in professional and academic organizations both in the United
States and abroad (over 1,000 speeches), but he also testifies before Congress
on a variety of legal issues. Dr. Addicott is a regular contributor to national
and international news media outlets to include FOX NEWS, MSNBC, OAN,
CNN, BBC, New York Times, Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, and USA
Today (over 5,000 interviews).

_____Professor Addicott is a prolific author, publishing over 100
books, articles, and monographs on a variety of legal and policy issues. His
most recent book (2021) is entitled: Global & National Security Law.
Among his many contributions to the field, Professor Addicott pioneered the
teaching of law of war and human rights courses to the militaries of numerous
nascent democracies in Eastern Europe and Latin America. For these efforts
he was awarded the Legion of Merit, named the “Army Judge Advocate of
the Year,” and honored as a co-recipient of the American Bar Association’s
Hodson Award. Addicott has served in senior legal positions in Germany,
Korea, Panama, and throughout the United States.
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Dr. Addicott speaking at a NATO conference in Germany on Military Justice.
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RESEARCH FELLOWS OF THE
WARRIOR DEFENSE PROJECT

Consisting of second and third year law students, the research fellows at
the Warrior Defense Project (WDP) gain invaluable knowledge and experience by
working directly with military clients on real world legal issues. WDP is proud to
have had several of our research fellows spend their summer interning on Capitol
Hill Washington D.C. Upon graduation, many of the research fellows go on to
work in related environments to include military JAG officers, State Department
officials, Federal law enforcement, and private practice specialties in national
security law.

JOB DESCRIPTION

WDP employs top rated second and third-year St. Mary’s University law
students to assist with the pro bono representation of military service members
and conduct research and writing on various topics related to military and
national security law.

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
 Assist with representation of clients under the supervision of the Director.
 Conduct research and writing on selected legal topics.
 Proofread and edit professional publications.
 Organize WDP meetings, seminars, conferences, and other events.M
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 Consisting of second and third year law students, the research fellows at the 
Warrior Defense Project (WDP) gain invaluable knowledge and experience by 
working directly with military clients on real world legal issues. WDP is proud to 
have had several of our research fellows spend their summer interning on Capitol 
Hill in Washington D.C. Upon graduation, many of the research fellows go on to 
work in related practice areas to include military JAG officers, State Department 
officials, Federal law enforcement, and private practice specialties in national 
security law.
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RESEARCH FELLOWS
4

ONDREJIA SCOTT

Ondrejia is a 3L and a Senior Research Fellow 
with the Warrior Defense Project. Her 
responsibilities include case management, 
research, and drafting legal documents. She is 
most proud of her assistance in obtaining a 
presidential pardon for a Warrior Defense 
Project client. Ondrejia is president of the 
Law Society for Sports, Entertainment, and 
Media. Ondrejia’s interest areas are intellectual 
property, national security, and entertainment 
law.

RAI DION FAILS

Rai Dion Fails is a 3L Research Fellow. 
He graduated from the University of Texas 
at Arlington and served active duty in the US 
Army as a Quartermaster and Texas National 
Guard. He has a passion for helping service 
members and looks to become a Judge 
Advocate General after law school.

Rai’Dion Fails is a 3L Research Fellow. He 
graduated from the University of Texas at 
Arlington and served active duty in the US Army as 
a Quartermaster and in the Texas National Guard. 
He has a passion for helping service members and 
looks to become a Judge Advocate General after 
law school.
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COLE DAVILA

Cole is a 3L Research Fellow with the
Warrior Defense Project. He graduated
from Austin College with a Bachelor of
Arts in Political Science and History. At St.
Mary's he is enrolled in the joint degree
program, earning a JD and a Masters
Degree in International Relations
simultaneously. Cole joined the Warrior
Defense Project in order to give support to
those who protect the United States and to
learn more about the military. After
graduation Cole will be joining the United
States Army as JAG officer. Cole's interest
areas include international relations,
security studies, and trial advocacy.

ALANNA DOMINGUEZ

Alanna is a 2L Research Fellow with the
Warrior Defense Project. She graduated
from the United States Military at West
Point and holds an MBA from St. Martin's
University. She served as a Logistics
Officer in the Army for over 21 years,
culminating as a Battalion Commander
and then Division G4, Logistics. After
retirement, Alanna used her engineer and
supply chain experience at Samsung
Austin Semiconductor where she worked
for five years creating a Logistics
Department and refining its supply chain
systems. After law school, Alanna wants
to continue to serve Veterans while
working in business litigation.

Alanna is a 2L Research Fellow with the 
Warrior Defense Project. She graduated 
from the United States Military Academy 
at West Point and holds an MBA from 
St. Martin’s University. She served as a 
Logistics Officer in the Army for over 
21 years, culminating as a Battalion 
Commander and then Division G4, 
Logistics. After retirement, Alanna used 
her engineer and supply chain experience 
at Samsung Austin Semiconductor where 
she worked for five years creating a 
Logistics Department and refining its 
supply chain systems. After law school, 
Alanna wants to continue to serve Veterans 
while working in business litigation.
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RACHEL HUGHES

Rachel is a 3L Research Fellow with the
Warrior Defense Project. Rachel has
served as an Air Force Reservist since
2015. Because of her experiences in the
military, there was no doubt in her mind
she wanted to be a part of the important
work WDP does for our men and women
in uniform. Besides her military service,
Rachel has dedicated the past seven years
of her life to the law, having earned both
an Associate’s and Bachelor’s degree in
legal studies prior to law school. After
graduation, she hopes to either re-join the
Air Force as a Judge Advocate General,
or work in the field of agriculture law.

ERIC GRIFFIN

Eric is a 3L Research Fellow with the
Warrior Defense Project. He graduated
from Wayland Baptist University with a
Master of Business Administration and
from the University of Southern
Mississippi with a Bachelor of Science in
Software Engineering Technology. He is
a current active member of the United
States Air Force Reserves where he serves
as a Cyberwarfare Operations Officer at
the rank of Major (0-4). Eric joined the
Warrior Defense Project with the goal of
helping his fellow servicemembers
navigate through various legalities. After
graduation, he plans to put his 20+ years
of Information Technology and Cyber
Security experience to use by merging the
legal knowledge learned in law school
with emerging technologies within the
tech field.
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Kaylie is a 2L Research Fellow
with the Warrior Defense Project.
She graduated from Texas A&M
University with a Bachelor of
Science in Political Science.
Kaylie joined the Warrior Defense
Project motivated to give back to
those who have sought to defend
the freedom of this great country.
Kaylie’s interest areas include
Corporate Law and Criminal Law.

VANESSA SKILLMAN

Vanessa is a 2L Research Fellow
with the Warrior Defense Project.
She graduated from Texas A&M
University with a Bachelor of Arts in
English. Vanessa joined the
Warrior Defense project motivated to
learn more about military affairs and
driven to help this nation’s
servicemembers. After graduation,
she will commission into the United
States Air Force as a JAG officer.

KAYLIE MORGAN
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CAROLINA CAMPOS

Carolina is a 3L Research Fellow with
the Warrior Defense Project. She
graduated from South University
Virginia Beach with a Bachelor of
Science in Legal Studies. She served
on active duty in the United
States Navy for four years as a
Gunner’s Mate. Carolina joined the
Warrior Defense project motivated by
her past experiences and determined
to learn more about military affairs.
After graduation, she hopes to
rejoin the service as a Naval JAG
officer. Carolina’s interest areas
include criminal law and military law.

JUSTIN RORICK

Justin is a 2L Research Fellow with
the Warrior Defense Project. He
graduated from Pepperdine University
with a Bachelor of Arts in Sport
Administration. He is a Law Clerk at
Texas Public Policy Foundation, which
specializes in constitutional litigation.
Justin joined the Warrior Defense
Project out of the recognition that our
freedoms are never free, and those that
sacrifice everything for those
freedoms deserve, at the very least,
ample legal representation. Justin's
areas of interest include Real Estate
Law and Constitutional Law.

CAROLINA CAMPOS

JUSTIN RORICK
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FUNDING OPERATIONS

DONATIONS

The WDP renders support to service members on a case-by-case basis. Your contribution allows us to provide 
free assistance to service members. All donations are tax deductible.

I want my gift to make an impact for military justice:

Check payable to St. Mary’s University (Warrior Defense Project)
Please charge my credit card: Visa Mastercard American Express Discover

Email:

Phone:

Name:

Address:

CardNo.:

Signature:

Exp.: CVV:

The Warrior Defense Project is a self-sustaining program that operates
entirely on individual private donations. All donations are handled by the
finance office at St. Mary’s University and are tax deductible per IRS code
501(c)(3). Direct salary obligations are limited to law student research fellows
who receive minimum wage. When required, subject matter expert
consultants are paid per contract. Other costs include office supplies,
equipment, travel, and per diem.

Again, only with the direct financial contributions of individual donors can
America’s war fighters receive assistance from the Warrior Defense Project
free of charge.

For information on how you can help, please contact us at the links below:

warriordefenseproject@stmarytx.edu
jaddicott@stmarytx.edu

Mail to: St. Mary’s University School of Law  
Office of Law School Advancement

One Camino Santa Maria, San Antonio, TX, 78228

For information on how you can help, please contact us at the links below:

 The Warrior Defense Project is a self-sustaining program that relies on 
individual private donations. All donations are handled by the finance office 
at St. Mary’s University and are tax deductible per IRS code 501(c)(3). 
Direct salary obligations are limited to law student research fellows who 
receive minimum wage. When required, subject matter expert consultants 
are paid per contract. Other costs include office supplies, equipment, travel, 
and per diem.

 Again, only with the direct financial contributions of individual donors can 
America’s war fighters receive assistance from the Warrior Defense Project 
free of charge.
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GOALS FOR 2022
The WDP is an educational and working center that operates hand-in-hand

with military, government, business, and academia on a variety of legal matters
associated with military readiness, with particular emphasis on providing free legal
services to deserving service members. It is our belief that over time the body of
legal and policy knowledge developed here will create fixed templates to more
efficiently manage future issues of concern for our armed forces and the nation.

The WDP is dedicated to the advancement and exchange of information through
symposia, publications, comments, training seminars, and access to extensive
informational resources concerning national security law.

For 2022, the Warrior Defense Project plans to—
1. Continue to provide free and effective support to military personnel;
2. Continue to participate as a subject matter expert speaker in

various conferences on national security and military law;
3. Continue to advance the exchange of information through

publications;
4. Draft and review legislation for Congress regarding military law;
5. Work with combatant commands on military legal matters; and
6. Conduct a “Veterans Affairs” conference in the fall of 2022.

10

Professor Addicott meets with Texas Congressman Louie Gohmert,  
leader of the Congressional Warrior for Justice Caucus, in Washington

D.C. to discuss military justice reform.
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PREVIOUS CASES  
FEATURED IN  

NATIONAL MEDIA

WDP Client Case 
Featured on

Tucker Carlson 
Tonight
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PREVIOUS CASES FEATURED
IN NATIONAL MEDIA

Although the Warrior Defense Project was created in 2019,
Professor Addicott and his team of research fellows have been
providing pro bono legal support to military personnel since 2007,
under the auspices of the Center for Terrorism Law (2003-2018).

To date, over 150 legal cases have been handled. Since
many of these cases related directly to larger legal and policy
matters of national concern—to include rules of engagement and
law of war—the WDP has received national media and
Congressional attention. Cases we have elevated to national
interest include:

Green Beret Master Sgt.  
Troy Anderson, USA

Wrongfully charged with  
murder for shooting combatant in

Afghanistan (2007).
ALL CHARGES DISMISSED

Green Beret Captain 
Dave Staffel, USA
Wrongfully charged with  

murder for shooting combatant in
Afghanistan (2007).

ALL CHARGES DISMISSED

Lieutenant Tech Sgt.
Aaron Allmon, USAF

Wrongfully charged with  
sexual assault (2015).  

FOUND NOT GUILTY  
AT COURT MARTIAL

Mach. Mate FirstClass
Joshua Waddell, USMC

Wrongfully charged with  
Rules of Engagement  

violations (2013).
FULLY EXONERATED

Kristian Saucier, USN
Grossly punished by DOJf  
or taking photos (2016).  

PARDONED BY  
PRESIDENT TRUMP

Major Lt. Col. Matthew
Lohmeier, USAF
Wrongfully investigated
re free speech (2021).
IG INVESTIGATION 

DROPPED

Staff SergeantSgt. First Class 
Trevor Antoine, USA

Wrongfully accused of
G-RAP violations(2017).
NO CHARGES FILED 

HONORABLE DISCHARGE

_______John Suprynowicz, USA
Wrongfully accused of G-RAP violations (2016).

_________NO CHARGES FILED   
_______FULLY EXONERATED

Ricardo Branch, USA
Wrongfully investigated by CID for
media comments on militarystrike

on Osama Bin Laden (2017).
FULLY EXONERATED

12

re; free speech (2021).
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As set out in the following pages, the Warrior Defense 
Project handled a total of 32 cases in 2021!

2021 WDP CASES  
WORKED
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THE GUARD RECRUITING ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM (G-RAP)

Many of the new clients served at the Warrior Defense Project’s military
justice mission are accused of misconduct from their participation in the Guard
Recruiting Assistance Program (G-RAP). The G-RAP was developed in 2005 to
increase the strength of the National Guard. The program had Guard Recruiting
Assistants (RAs), who were incentivized through additional income to recruit
men and women for service in the Army National Guard and to mentor them
through the enlistment/commission process. Some of the benefits that these RAs
received were, “$2,000 for each verified Non-Prior Service accession, $2,000 for
each verified Prior Service, and up to $7,500 for each verified Officer
commission.” The guidelines given to the RAs were vague and open-ended. The
training process gave no definite answer to the number of times a potential
soldier and the RA needed to talk, or how long the conversation needed to last.
The responsibility of an RA was to identify individuals within their sphere of
influence to develop potential soldiers for service in the Guard, and input
potential soldier’s profile in the G-RAP website.

Eventually Army auditors found a few cases of fraud in the form of RAs
receiving money for recruits they did not assist and full-time recruiters receiving
illegal kickbacks. An article published by CBS News quoted Master Sergeant
Wilson: “We had a program with the best intentions, but unfortunately it was
poorly designed. We left ourselves vulnerable to fraud.” Therefore, since 2011,
the Army’s Criminal Investigation Division (CID) has been investigating all
soldiers who participated in G- RAP. Regrettably, the CID targeted innocent
soldiers based on flimsy evidence that was often more than decades old. Many of
these soldiers’ lives and promotions have been put on hold because their file has
been flagged by the CID, a process known as being “titled.”

Dubbed by CBS News 60 Minutes as the “largest criminal investigation in
the history of the United States Army,” multiple articles have been written and
published revealing the ineptitude of the G-RAP system and the CID
investigations. In fact, the Warrior Defense Project's work representing innocent
soldiers has been covered on numerous front-page national news outlets.

The Warrior Defense Project has now developed a solid nation-wide
reputation as a leading legal defense force to assist soldiers in G-RAP and works
with Congress to correct the abuses of the CID investigations.

14
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MAJOR CLARENCE ANDERSON III
This case is out of Alabama and involves a

request for a new trial to overturn a wrongful general
court-martial conviction. Major (MAJ) Anderson had
previously obtained custody of his daughter during
divorce proceedings with his now ex-wife. During the
divorce, however, his ex-wife falsely accused MAJ
Anderson of sexual assault and other crimes, without
any physical or forensic evidence. He was wrongfully
convicted on 22 April 2015. After trial, MAJ Anderson
obtained post-trial evidence of overt perjury and
requested a post-trial proceeding to present it and
overrule his conviction. A litany of judicial errors then
prevented him from ever presenting his newly
discovered evidence. MAJ Anderson then retained the
WDP on 25 November 2020 to represent him in
requesting a new trial from the President. On 1
Februray 2021, Professor Addicott submitted a formal
letter to President Joseph Biden for relief. On 26 May
2021, the White House responded that they had the
request and had forwarded it for action. Case pending.
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LIEUTENANT ERIN DAVIS
This case is out of Colorado and involves Air Force 

Lieutenant Erin Davis and the command actions 
against her for alleged failure to wear a mask under 
COVID 19 protocols. Professor Addicott entered into 
an attorney/client agreement with Lt. Davis on 9 August 
2021. After briefing Lt. Davis on the legal mandate 
requirements and gathering the facts on her not wearing 
a mask on the job, Professor Addicott contacted her 
command on 2 September 2021. Case pending.

2021 WARRIOR DEFENSE PROJECT CASES
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16STAFF SERGEANT RICARDO J. BRANCH

 This case is out of New Jersey and involves G-RAP allegations 
against a member of the New Jersey Army National Guard who was 
promoted to Captain but is now facing a possible Promotion Review 
Board.

 An attorney/client agreement was entered into on 18 October 
2021 and the WDP began the process of gathering the applicable 
CID case file through a FOIA request to respond to the Promotional 
Review Board. Case is ongoing.

LIEUTENANT CONRAD JORGE

 This case is out of Texas. Staff Sergeant (SSG) Ricardo J. 
Branch was a former client of the Warrior Defense Project in 2017. 
Professor Addicott elevated his case to such a degree that it was 
featured on the front page of the Washington Times on 27 March 
2017: “Soldier Faces Discharge for Email Alert on Classified Data.” 
This case involved a dubious charge against SSG Branch falsely 
charging him with releasing classified information on the Bin Laden 
targeted killing in Afghanistan. The WDP successfully represented 
SSG Branch. All charges were dropped and he was able to continue 
his military service.

 On 30 September 2019 SSG Branch contacted the WDP after 
being notified of possible further sanctions regarding his next 
enlistment in the Army. Professor Addicott represented Branch at a 
Fort Bliss Board on 25 September 2020. The Board recommended 
an Honorable Discharge which was approved in November 2020. 
Partial VICTORY!

 Subsequent to SSG Branch’s discharge, WDP began work on 
assisting him to reenlist and on 27 May 2021 obtained a Congressional 
letter of support signed by five members of Congress and addressed 
to the Commander of the United States Army Resources Command. 
Final outcome on his case is pending.
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This case comes out of Texas and required the WDP to provide extensive 
legal support for two separate adverse administrative actions pertaining to 
Army active-duty medical service officer, Captain (CPT) James Caldwell. 
CPT Caldwell was another victim of the CID AR-RAP. The U.S. Attorney's 
office at St. Louis, Missouri agreed that there was probable cause to believe 
that CPT Caldwell had committed the offenses. However, neither the U.S. 
Attorney nor the U.S. Army took any action against CPT Caldwell. Because CPT 
Caldwell was "titled" by the CID, he received a "Letter of Intent" to Revoke 
Eligibility for Access to Classified Information from the Department of the Army's 
Consolidated Adjudications Facility. Addicott entered into an attorney-client 
agreement on 26 February 2018. With only a week remaining to respond to the 
matter, the WDP immediately went to work collecting all pertinent data to include 
witness statements. A ten-page legal memorandum was sent out on 6 March 2018.

   On 9 April 2019, the Department of the Army's Consolidated Adjudications 
Facility cleared CPT Caldwell of any wrongdoing and retained his security 
clearance. VICTORY!

CAPTAIN JAMES M. CALDWELL

Then, on 30 July 2019, CPT Caldwell was notified 
that although he had recently been selected for promotion to 
Major (19 March 2019), because he had been “titled” by 
the CID in the aforementioned ROI, his case was going 
before a Promotion Review Board (PRB) to determine if 
he should be retained on the promotion list and to then make 
recommendations to the Secretary of the Army. 
On 11 August 2019, the WDP submitted a detailed 8-page 
memorandum with numerous enclosures to include 
rebuttal witness statements to the PRB showing that CPT 
Caldwell is completely innocent. On 13 May 2020, 
CPT Caldwell was informed that the Secretary of the Army had 
directed his retention on the promotion list to Major. 
However, due to an administrative error CPT Caldwell was 
required to submit a new rebuttal to a Special Selective Review 
Board (SSRB) which the WDP once again assisted in drafting. 
This legal memorandum was submitted in August 2021. 
Outcome pending.
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18CW4 WILLIAM CLARKE III

SPECIALIST JOSEPH ADWAPA
This case comes out of New York City and 

involves false allegations against former Army National 
Guard Specialist E-4 Joseph Adwapa for G-RAP 
violations. Mr. Adwapa works as a prison guard at the 
Metropolitan Detention Center Brooklyn, New York. In 
April 2021, Mr. Adwapa was informed by his supervisor 
that he faced loss of employment with the prison due to a 
2017 CID criminal report alleging wrongdoing in the G-
RAP. On 5 May 2021, the WDP agreed to assist this 
veteran with drafting and submitting a rebuttal to his 
superiors.

After obtaining sworn and unsworn statements from 
numerous witnesses who provided first-hand accounts that 
contradicted the CID report, the WDP drafted a 12-page 
legal memorandum and submitted it to the Special 
Investigation Agent at the Metropolitan Detention Center 
Brooklyn. On 14 August 2021, Mr. Adwapa informed the 
WDP that the Metropolitan Detention Center Brooklyn 
had considered all the evidence and exonerated him of any 
criminal wrongdoing. VICTORY!

This case is out of Alabama and involves a
Special Selection Review Board (SSRB) for Chief
Warrant Officer 4 (CW4) William Clarke, Alabama Army
National Guard. Although CW4 Clarke had been selected
for promotion to CW5, the SSRB was directed
to recommend whether the promotion should be upheld
given that he had received a General Officer Letter of
Reprimand (GOLR) in 2016, for possessing a private
firearm in his truck. On 24 October 2021, WDP entered
into an attorney/client agreement to represent him in
submitting his rebuttal. After obtaining the full
police report and contacting the Commanding General at
the time, it was uncovered that CW4 Clarke had not been
given a GOLR for the incident. Several sworn statements
were obtaining by the WDP and a rebuttal was drafted
and submitted to the SSRB. Case is pending.
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LIEUTENANT COLONEL LINDSEY H. DECKER
This case is out of Arkansas and involves another soldier 

wrongfully caught up in the G-RAP fiasco. Army Guard Lieutenant 
Colonel (LTC) Lindsey Decker was investigated by the CID for alleged G-
RAP violations in 2013. Although the CID Report of Investigation (ROI) 
was sent to her command, her command took zero action.

LTC Decker was notified that although she was selected for 
promotion to full Colonel in early 2021, she was notified that her 
promotion was put on HOLD pending a review by a Promotion Review Board 
(PRB) and action by the Secretary of the Army. LTC Decker reached out 
to the Warrior Defense Project and on 22 September 2021 an attorney-client 
agreement was signed. After an extensive review of her case and gathering 
statements and evidence, the Warrior Defense Project sent an extensive 
eight-page legal memorandum with numerous enclosures to the PRB on 8 
October 2021. The legal memorandum pointed out myriad flaws and errors 
with the CID ROI, which falsely alleges criminal misconduct. In 
December 2021, LTC Decker was notified that the PRB had been rescinded 
and she would be promoted in 2022. Congratulations Colonel Decker. 
VICTORY!

CAPTAIN SEBASTIAN COATES
Army Ranger Captain Sebastian Coates was selected for

promotion Major, but due to his involvement in G-RAP his
promotion was put on hold until his case could be reviewed by
a Special Selection Review Board. On 22 June 2021, Professor
Addicott entered into an attorney/client agreement to assist CPT
Coates with his legal rebuttal. After extensive research and fact
gathering, the WDP produced a multi paper legal memorandum
to the SSRB in July 2021. Case is pending.

 This case is out of Arkansas and involves another soldier wrongfully caught 
up in the G-RAP fiasco. Army Guard Lieutenant Colonel (LTC) Lindsey Decker 
was investigated by the CID for alleged G-RAP violations in 2013. Although the 
CID Report of Investigation (ROI) was sent to her command, her command took 
zero action.

 LTC Decker was notified that although she was selected for promotion 
to full Colonel in early 2021, she was notified that her promotion was put on 
HOLD pending a review by a Promotion Review Board (PRB) and action by the 
Secretary of the Army. LTC Decker reached out to the Warrior Defense Project 
and on 22 September 2021 an attorney-client agreement was signed. After an 
extensive review of her case and gathering statements and evidence, the WDP 
sent an extensive eight-page legal memorandum with numerous enclosures to the 
PRB on 8 October 2021. The legal memorandum pointed out myriad flaws and 
errors with the CID ROI. In December 2021, LTC Decker was notified that the 
PRB had been rescinded and she would be promoted in 2022. Congratulations 
Colonel Decker.  VICTOR!VICTORY!

LIEUTENANT COLONEL LINDSEY H. DECKER

Army Ranger Captain Sebastian Coates was selected for promotion 
to Major, but due to his involvement in G-RAP his promotion was 
put on hold until his case could be reviewed by a Special Selection 
Review Board. On 22 June 2021, Professor Addicott entered into 
an attorney/client agreement to assist CPT Coates with his legal 
rebuttal. After extensive research and fact gathering, the WDP 
produced a multi paper legal memorandum to the SSRB in July 
2021. Case is pending.

CAPTAIN SEBASTIAN COATES
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This case is out of Arkansas. The Warrior Defense Project was asked
by the U.S. Army Trial Defense Service in Washington D.C. to join Trial
Defense attorney CPT Titus Nichols out of Atlanta, Georgia, to provide
legal representation for SGT Calvin Finley, Arkansas Army National
Guard. SGT Finley was facing a general court-martial regarding
allegations associated with an off-post drinking party. An extremely
complex case, the matter had dragged on for nearly two years due to
investigative errors and contradictory statements by various witnesses
coupled with new case law rulings that impacted subject matter
jurisdiction. An attorney-client agreement with SGT Finley was signed on
20 February 2021. After conducting a complete examination of the facts
and circumstances and reaching out the government representatives,
Professor Addicott submitted a request for discharge in lieu of court-
martial which was accepted by the Convening Authority on 28 April 2021.
Although SGT Finley was administratively discharged, he did not go to
court where he could have received a Dishonorable Discharge, a federal
conviction, and a number of years in confinement. VICTORY!

SERGEANT CALVIN FINLEY

 This case is out of Arkansas. The Warrior Defense Project was asked 
by the U.S. Army Trial Defense Service in Washington D.C. to join Trial 
Defense attorney CPT Titus Nichols out of Atlanta, Georgia, to provide 
legal representation for SGT Calvin Finley, Arkansas Army National 
Guard. SGT Finley was facing a general court-martial regarding allegations 
associated with an off-post drinking party. An extremely complex case, 
the matter had dragged on for nearly two years due to investigative errors 
and contradictory statements by various witnesses coupled with new 
case law rulings that impacted subject matter jurisdiction. An attorney-
client agreement with SGT Finley was signed on 20 February 2021. 
After conducting a complete examination of the facts and circumstances 
and reaching out to the government representatives, Professor Addicott 
submitted a request for discharge in lieu of court-martial which was 
accepted by the Convening Authority on 28 April 2021. Although SGT 
Finley was administratively discharged, he did not go to court where he 
could have received a Dishonorable Discharge, a federal conviction, and a 
number of years in confinement. VICTORY!
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 This case involves a former Air Force Captain, now 
Dr. Casey Fuller out of Arizona. Dr. Fuller reached out 
to the WDP for help in appealing an adverse decision by 
the U.S. Customs and Border Protection denying her a 
Global Entry Pass. This determination was made because 
of her participation in the G-RAP and a subsequent CID 
Report of Investigation that “titled” her for alleged 
wrongdoing.

 On 30 April 2021, Addicott entered into an 
attorney/client agreement and after obtaining the CID 
ROI by means of a FOIA request put together a detailed 
legal memorandum pointing out how Dr. Fuller had 
been wrongfully targeted. This memorandum was sent 
to the CBP Ombudsman requesting that the previous 
decision be reconsidered in light of the facts of the case. 
Unfortunately, the CBP refused to reverse fi ndings. The 
WDP continues to work this case and seek redress from 
the CID Command. Case continues.

 This case is out of Colorado and involves a complex set 
of facts and legal issues related to false allegations that Lt. Col. 
James Harmon, a U.S. Air Force Offi cer, engaged in actions 
that were considered “sexual harassment” by a subordinate. 
Following an investigation conducted by a fellow offi cer 
member of the command, in violation of Air Force regulations, 
Lt. Col. Harmon fi led a Complaint of Wrongs under Article 
138, UCMJ, against his commander.

 Professor Addicott entered into an attorney-client 
agreement with Lt. Col. Harmon on 18 July 2021 and along with 
his appointed military attorney assisted in drafting a detailed 
legal memorandum and appealing the issues presented. The 
WDP also assisted in rebutting a Grade Determination Board.
Case is pending.

LIEUTENANT COLONEL JAMES HARMON

CASEY FULLER
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No Photo  
Available

 This case is out of Fort Bragg, North Carolina and 
involves a clinical health care worker at a Womack Army 
Medical Center, Department of Pharmacy. Ms. Harmon 
requested assistance in obtaining a religious exemption to 
the COVID vaccination requirement. On 15 September 2021, 
Professor Addicott entered into an attorney/client agreement 
with Ms. Harmon.

 On 6 October 2021, the WDP sent a letter to the Chief, 
Clinical Pharmacy Services on behalf of Ms. Harmon. With 
WDP input and assistance, Ms. Harmon fi led an exemption 
request. Outcome of her case is pending.

MEGAN DOWD HARMON

 This case is out of Pennsylvania and involves 2016 CID 
Report of Investigation (ROI) which unlawfully targeted 
Army National Guard offi cer Lieutenant Anthony Howard for 
alleged misconduct in the G-RAP. LT Howard entered into an 
attorney-client agreement with the Warrior Defense Project on 
12 July 2020. Prior to this time LT Howard had been selected 
for promotion to Captain but then was notifi ed that due to the 
CID ROI his promotion was put on hold pending a formal 
review by a Promotion Review Board (PRB). Inexplicably, LT 
Howard’s command never made a determination of his guilt 
or innocence pertaining to the CID ROI.

 On 12 November 2020, Professor Addicott sent a detailed 
legal memorandum to his current commander requesting that 
he exonerate LT Howard of any wrongdoing. A determination 
was made clearing LT Howard and then from January to April 
2021, Professor Addicott and his team gathered additional 
evidence and support statements which were provided to the 
PRB. On XXXXX 2021 LT Howard was promoted to CPT 
Howard. Congratulations.

LIEUTENANT ANTHONY HOWARD

VICTORY!

 On 12 November 2020, Professor Addicott sent a 
detailed legal memorandum to his current commander 
requesting that he exonerate LT Howard of any wrongdoing. 
A determination was made clearing LT Howard and then 
from January to April 2021, Professor Addicott and his team 
gathered additional evidence and support statements which 
were provided to the PRB. On November 1, 2021 LT Howard 
was promoted to CPT Howard. Congratulations. VICTORY!
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CAPTAIN ROGER HILL
 This case is out of Georgia and involves a 
former West Point Army offi cer, Captain Roger 
Hill, who was wrongfully accused of misconduct in 
the treatment of enemy combatant detainees during 
combat operations in Afghanistan in August 2008. 
His story is in the book: Dog Company: A True Story 
of American Soldiers Abandoned by Their High 
Command. His case was fi nalized with a release 
from active duty with a General under Honorable 
Conditions.

 CPT Hill entered into an attorney-client 
agreement  on 11 March 2020. WDP is assisting 
his current legal team to upgrade his discharge 
certifi cate and to reinstate his security clearance.
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LIEUTENANT ANDREW M. LABOY
This is a case out of Alabama and involves possible

general court-martial charges against Air Force
Lieutenant Andrew Laboy for allegations of marijuana
use. Laboy, a pilot, denies intentional use of a drug that
was prescribed for his wife that he accidentally
ingested.

On 28 November 2021 Professor Addicott entered
into an attorney-client agreement with Lt. Laboy and is
working with his assigned military lawyer to prepare for
trial. In the interim a Resignation in Lieu of Court-
Martial was submitted in December 2021, and is
awaiting action form the Secretary of the Air
Force. Case is ongoing.

CAPTAIN JORDAN KARR

This case is out of Florida and involves an Air Force
officer who received a letter of reprimand for posting
information on a social media platform that identified
herself as a military officer and was deemed to be
"partisan political" opinions.

The command indicated that further action would be
forth coming. Professor Addicott entered into an attorney-
client agreement with Captain Karr on 7 June 2021 and
informed the command on 19 July 2021 that he was
representing her on any legal matters associated with the
case. The WDP then worked successfully with Captain
Karr to remove derogatory information from her official
military file. However, Captain Karr chose not to take the
mandatory COVID vaccine and is now resigning her
commission from the Air Force as of early 2022. Partial
VICTORY!
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LIEUTENANT COLONEL MATTHEW LOHMEIER

This case is out of Colorado and involves the unjust firing of a 15-year active-
duty officer and Air Force Academy graduate in the Air and Space Forces. On 14
May 2021 Lt. Col. Lohmeier was inappropriately relieved of command speaking
about his book, Irresistible Revolution, that traces the Marxist roots of critical race
theory (CRT) and objecting to CRT’s divisive impact on the military. Although
President Trump banned the teaching of CRT in the military, his command persisted
in required instruction and Lt. Col. Lohmeier voiced his concerns to the
command. Shortly after his case received national media attention, the Air Force
Inspector General opened an investigation targeting Lt. Col. Lohmeier.

On 6 June 2021, Professor Addicott entered into an attorney/client agreement
with Lt. Col. Lohmeier. Lt. Col. Lohmeier expressed his desire to resign his
commission from service but was blocked due to the ongoing “investigation by the
IG.” Shortly thereafter, Addicott compiled a detailed chronology of the events and
met with the Justice for Warriors Caucus in Washington, D.C., with the intention of
obtaining a Congressional letter of concern addressed to the Secretary of the Air
Force (SECAF).

On 15 July 2021, a letter signed by 13 members of the House of Representatives
was sent to the SECAF requesting that Lt. Col. Lohmeier’s request to resign his
commission be granted. Subsequent to the letter, the “investigation” ceased and Lt.
Col. Lohmeier’s request was granted with an Honorable discharge. VICTORY!
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Lieutenant Colonel Lohmeier Letter from Congress.
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CAPTAIN DORI MCCLELLAND
This case is out of Arkansas and involves an Army

National Guard officer who was wrongfully targeted by
the CID in 2013 regarding her participation in G-
RAP. Although CPT McClelland was selected
for promotion to Major in 2021, she was notified that
her promotion was being delayed and her case sent to a
Special Selection Review Board to make a
recommendation as to retention on the promotion list.

On 5 October 2021, Professor Addicott entered into an
attorney-client agreement and the WDP began working to
provide the necessary response to the SSRB. With a due
date of 30 October, the WDP was able to request an
extension in order to develop the facts necessary for the
case. On 10 November 2021, a
detailed legal memorandum with numerous
attachments was submitted. The DA Secretariat
confirmed receipt and gave 12 March 2022 as the
date of determination. Case is pending.

 This case is out of Arkansas and involves an Army 
National Guard officer who was wrongfully targeted by 
the CID in 2013 regarding her participation in G-RAP. 
Although CPT McClelland was selected for promotion to 
Major in 2021, she was notified that her promotion was 
being delayed and her case sent to a Special Selection 
Review Board to make a recommendation as to retention 
on the promotion list.

 On 5 October 2021, Professor Addicott entered into 
an attorney-client agreement and the WDP began working 
to provide the necessary response to the SSRB. With a 
due date of 30 October, the WDP was able to request an 
extension in order to develop the facts necessary for the case. 
On 10 November 2021, a detailed legal memorandum with 
numerous attachments was submitted. The DA Secretariat 
confirmed receipt and gave 12 March 2022 as the date of 
determination. Case is pending.

CAPTAIN DORI MCCLELLAND

 This case is out of Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington 
and involves allegations by Air Force Lt. Pham that a 
superior officer engaged in sexual harassment, bullying, 
reprisal, and defamation. When she received no satisfaction 
from informal and formal complaint mechanisms, Lt. Pham 
reached out to the Warrior Defense Project for help. On 3 
October 2021, Professor Addicott entered into an attorney/
client agreement to assist and on 14 October 2021 sent a 
memorandum to her supervisor/commander at the hospital.

 On 8 November 2021, Lt. Pham was notified that a 
show cause board would be convened at her command base 
to determine whether or not she should remain on active 
duty. WDP responded and is preparing for the upcoming 
hearing which has been indefinitely delayed. Case is 
ongoing.

LIEUTENANT HILLARY Q. PHAM
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 COLONEL SEAN A. RAESEMANN

 This case is out of Las Vegas, Nevada and involves a National 
Guard solider who received notifi cation from his command that 
he was being considered for an administrative discharge for 
engaging in online conversations with members of “extremist” 
groups and for having an online relationship with an underage 
female. On 26 November 2021, Professor Addicott entered into 
an attorney/client agreement with Specialist Pong to represent 
him.
 After being denied a request for an extension in order to 
review the evidence against Specialist Pong, the Staff Judge 
Advocate agreed to provide all the materials in their possession. 
The WDP assisted Pong in drafting a denial/rebuttal to the 
command which was submitted in a timely manner on 11 
December 2021. Case is ongoing.

SPECIALIST CHANDLER PONG

 This case is out of Texas and involves the retirement of an 
Air Force Colonel (Col) assigned to Lackland Air Force Base 
in San Antonio, Texas. After 30 years of honorable service, 
which included both enlisted and offi cer years, Col Raesemann’s 
retirement from active-duty was suspended in the summer of 
2019 pending an Inspector General’s (IG) report concerning 
unknown allegations of “toxic command.”

 The Warrior Defense Project entered into an attorney-client 
agreement with Col Raesemann on 3 September 2019 to assist 
him in obtaining his full retirement. After several meetings with 
various Air Force commanders and lawyers, Col Raesemann 
retired early 2020 and moved to Tennessee. After hearing at a 
Grade Determination Board, Raesemann retired as a Lt. Col in 
2021 from the USAF. Partial VICTORY!
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MASTER SERGEANT 
JESSICA RIDENOUR

This case is out of Texas and involves a U.S. Army
Reserve senior enlisted soldier who is facing discharge
over an off-post relationship for which she received a
General Officer letter of reprimand in 2019. A subsequent
command directed Board recommended that she be
discharged from service. Professor Addicott entered into
an attorney-client agreement with MSG Ridenour on 8
January 2021, and after reviewing the allegations and
Board findings, wrote a letter to the USAR Commander on
8 February 2021 urging retention.

MSG Ridenour was subsequently promoted to E-9
but was then referred to a Medical Discharge Board
(MDA). The command cannot take action until the MDA
makes a determination and given that MSG Ridenour has
over 18 years in service, the USAR commander must
allow another review. The case is still pending resolution.

PATRICK SHERRILL
This case is out of Colorado and involves a retired

Marine officer who now works at a Veterans hospital in
Colorado Springs, Colorado. Mr. Sherrill requested
assistance in getting a COVID vaccine wavier from the
Department of Veterans Affairs for medical reasons. On
18 August 2021, Professor Addicott entered into an
attorney/client agreement to provide legal guidance.

After obtaining and reviewing VHA Directive
1193, dated 13 August 2021, the WDP assisted in drafting
a waiver request for religious reasons which was
submitted in September and then amended and
resubmitted in October. Addicott also provided a legal
memorandum outlining possible federal court relief. Case
is pending.
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LIEUTENAT COLONEL BRIAN SALIE

Professor Addicott. Colonel Stripling, and TDS counsels 
working on first pro bono legal case - 2007.

This case is out of Florida and involves U.S.
Army Lieutenant Colonel Brian Salie. On 1 June
2019, Professor Addicott entered into an
attorney/client agreement with LTC Salie to
represent him regarding false allegations that he
was a “toxic commander.” After investigating the
case and reviewing the IG report, Addicott sent a
rebuttal letter to LTC Salie’s commander requesting
that all charges be dismissed. Subsequent to this
case, the commander elected to drop all
charges. VICTORY!

In November 2021, LTC Salie is currently
deployed and again contacted the WDP seeking
assistance regarding his pending promotion. This
new case is ongoing.
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CAPTAIN VINCENT SOLOMENO

This is a case out of New Jersey and involves an Army 
National Guard Offi cer facing a Promotion Review Board 
(PRB) to consider if he should be promoted to the rank of Major. 
Captain (CPT) Solomeno’s military record is perfect save one 
act of “off duty” misjudgment in 2013 for which he received a 
verbal admonishment by his Commander. CPT Solomeno and 
another soldier had used a military vehicle to visit local eating 
establishments on a training exercise.

However, because an Inspector General report was opened, 
CPT Solomeno is now required to defend his sterling record to a 
PRB. CPT Solomeno entered into an attorney-client agreement 
with the Warrior Defense Project on 28 July 2020 to provide 
legal assistance in the matter. After extensive investigation and 
gathering the necessary witnesses, on 8 January 2021, Professor 
Addicott drafted up a legal response and submitted the full package 
on 8 February 2021. On 20 July 2021, the Secretary of the Army 
directed that CPT Solomeno be retained on the promotion list and 
the ceremony for Major Solomeno’s pin on was held just before 
Christmas 2021. Congratulations Major Solomeno! VICTORY!

LANCE CORPORAL BRANDEN SULLIVAN

This case is out of Hawaii and involves a Marine who 
requested legal assistance in regards to receiving a waiver for 
the COVID vaccination should the military mandate the shot. 
On 18 July 2021 an attorney-client agreement was signed. The 
WDP monitored the matter and after the DOD issued orders 
mandating the COVID shot, Sullivan was advised of his options 
and elected to take the vaccine. VICTORY!
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34PRIVATE CODY JOE TILLMAN

STAFF SERGEANT JESS WILLIAMS

 This case is out of Tennessee and involves a 
false 2013 CID Report of Investigation (ROI) which 
unlawfully targeted SSG Williams for alleged misconduct 
in the G-RAP. As a consequence, SSG Williams’ security 
clearance was revoked. SSG Williams entered into an 
attorney-client agreement with the Professor Addicott 
on 17 March 2021 to assist him in getting his military 
security clearance reinstated.

 After reviewing the CID ROI, the WDP obtained 
sworn statements from key witnesses proving that SSG 
Williams was innocent. On 12 May 2021, a detailed legal 
memorandum was submitted to the Department of the 
Army Consolidated Adjudications Facility asking for 
reconsideration of the revocation determination. Case is 
pending fi nal outcome.

 This case is out of Houston, Texas, and pertains 
to a Special Forces combat veteran suffering from 
PTSD who was discharged with a General Discharge 
certifi cate. Professor Addicott entered into an attorney/
client agreement on 23 March 2020. After gathering all 
the pertinent medical fi les and discharge paperwork, 
WDP assisted Private Tillman in appealing to the Army 
Board for Correction of Military Records (ABCMR) to 
seek an upgrade to Honorable on his discharge.

 On 21 February 2021, the ABCMR directed that 
PVT Tillman’s discharge certifi cate be upgraded to 
Honorable. VICTORY!
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MASTER SERGEANT JEREMY ZIER

This case is out of San Antonio, TX, and involves Air Force Master
Sergeant Jeremy Zier’s quest to retire from the Air Force. On 3 May 2021,
Professor Addicott entered an attorney/client agreement with MSgt Zier to
represent him. MSgt Zier has over 24 years of active duty service in the
Air Force. He was convicted of abusive sexual contact and dereliction of
duty over a “hot-tub” incident in Turkey with subordinates. His sentence
was a one grade reduction. His command elected to then separate him
without pay or benefits at an administrative discharge board. The
Administrative Discharge Board meet and on 10 December 2020, elected
to retain him on active duty. The command then sent his case to the
SECAF where it now sits – over a year later the Air Force refuses to let
him retire from the Air Force and keeps him at his home in San Antonio
with full pay. Professor Addicott promoted his case to the Congressional
Justice for Warriors Caucus and a letter was drafted and sent to SECAF on
13 October 2021 requesting relief. Addicott also got two national media
stories to run on this injustice and enlisted the help of a trial attorney to
file for relief in Federal Court. In early January 2022, the SECAF finally
indicated that it was considering his case and requested rebuttal
materials. Case is ongoing.
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WDP Director Jeffrey Addicott with WDP client Navy SEAL (Ret.) Andrew A. 
Arrabito at his knife shop in San Diego, California.

WDP Fundraiser hosted by Jim Schwertner and organized by Paula Dennis at the 
Schwertner Ranch, 28 October 2021.
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RESEARCH AND STUDIES
The Warrior Defense Project conducts a variety of research in associated 

areas of interest to include military justice reform, rules of engagement, 
administrative powers, cooperative law enforcement, military support to law  
enforcement, Department of Defense responsibilities,  various criminal statutes, 
cyber-offenses, and military preparedness.

   In conjunction with a staff of subject matter experts, the Warrior 
Defense Project is able to engage in top to bottom research, study and 
analysis to determine the full legal ramifications of assorted issues 
associated with legal services for service members.

     Many of the papers and articles produced by the Warrior Defense Project 
are available to the public. Professor Addicott regularly presents 
conclusions from these studies to a variety of government and civil bodies, to 
include: the Executive Branch, U.S. Congress, Department of Defense, FBI, and
U.S. State Department.

37

Published in 2021, Global &
National Security Law uses the
twenty-year War on Terror as a
backdrop to explore the legal
and policy ramifications of the
use of force from an international
and domestic law perspective.

 Further, the WDP 
renders legal briefs in court 
cases related to military 
issues of concern, to include 
the United States Supreme 
Court, Federal District 
Courts, and Israeli Civil 
Courts.
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

Throughout 2021, the Warrior Defense Project worked with various members
of Congress and their staff to produce legislation that would address the
inequities associated with the Army's Criminal Investigation Division policy of
placing soldiers that they investigate for alleged wrongdoing in their system of
records and then refusing to remove them when the military does not deem the
investigation sufficient to bring judicial or administrative action. This process has
extreme negative consequences for the soldier who is “titled” and affects their
military careers as well as civilian life in terms of getting a security clearance,
promotions, professional licenses, etc.

In early 2020 and then again in 2021, the WDP was asked to draft
Congressional legislation to address the problem of the CID title system and did
so. Texas Congressman Mr. Gohmert then offered the proposed legislation in H.R.
6395 as an amendment to the Defense Authorization Bill. See below:
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FALLEN ANGEL 
CALL SIGN: EXTORTION 17

Professor Addicott was featured in a national 90-
minute documentary about the life and legacy of Navy SEAL Team Six
member, Aaron Vaughn, and his courageous family. Entitled Fallen
Angel: Call Sign Extortion 17, Professor Addicott appears as subject
matter legal expert regarding the applicable Rules of Engagement and
law of war issues associated with the shoot down by Taliban enemy
combatants in 2011 of a Chinook helicopter carrying members of
SEAL Team Six on a combat mission in Afghanistan. This film
presents a rare opportunity for public awareness, along the lines of
Lone Survivor and American Sniper, and tells a story of heroism
and sacrifice of an elite SEAL Team and one of its operators. The film
was released on 31 July 2021, and is available on the Salem Network.

39
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Thank you email from former WDP client Major Joshua Waddell.
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THANK YOU

WDP client LTC Donna Abrowka’s case was championed by journalist Sarah Carter,
a contributor to Fox News. You can read the article on her webpage:

https://saraacarter.com/female-u-s-army-reserve-commander-forced-out-for doing-her-job/

To all of our supporters:
We are deeply grateful for your support and generous financial assistance to 
the Warrior Defense Project. Without you, it would be impossible for us to provide 
free legal services to military personnel wrongfully accused of misconduct in the 
performance of their duties.
In addition, your help allows the Warrior Defense Project to engage in research, 
study, and analysis to assist in military readiness and good order and discipline in our 
armed forces.

— Thank you !
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Address:

Address:
Mail to: St. Mary’s University School of Law

One Camino Santa Maria, San Antonio, Texas 78228

Mail to: St. Mary’s University School of Law

One Camino Santa Maria, San Antonio, Texas 78228

The Warrior Defense Project is a nonpartisan,  
nonprofit institution [Section 501(c)(3)] under St.

Mary’s University.
The WDP relies on your private donations.

If you would like Professor Addicott to speak to your  
organization about the Warrior Defense Project, or just want  

more information, please contact him at  
jaddicott@stmarytx.edu

DONATIONS

free assistance to service members. All donations are tax deductable.

I want my gift to make an impact for military justice:

Check payable to St. Mary’s University (Warrior Defense Project)
Please charge my credit card: Visa Mastercard American Express Discover

Email: CardNo.:

Phone: Signature:

Name: Exp.: CVV:
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Email: CardNo.:
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Name: Exp.: CVV:
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